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	Logical Foundations of Computer Science: International Symposium, LFCS 2007, 9783540727323 (3540727329), Springer, 2007

	The Symposium on Logical Foundations of Computer Science series provides a forum for the fast-growing body of work in the logical foundations of computer science, e.g., those areas of fundamental theoretical logic related to computer science. The LFCS series began with “Logic at Botik,” Pereslavl-Zalessky, 1989, which was co-organized by Albert R. Meyer (MIT) and Michael Taitslin (Tver). After that, organization passed to Anil Nerode.


	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Symposium on Logical Foundations of Computer Science, LFCS 2007, held in New York, NY, USA in June 2007.


	The volume presents 36 revised refereed papers carefully selected by the program committee. All current aspects of logic in computer science are addressed, including constructive mathematics and type theory, logical foundations of programming, logical aspects of computational complexity, logic programming and constraints, automated deduction and interactive theorem proving, logical methods in protocol and program verification and in program specification and extraction, domain theory logics, logical foundations of database theory, equational logic and term rewriting, lambda and combinatory calculi, categorical logic and topological semantics, linear logic, epistemic and temporal logics, intelligent and multiple agent system logics, logics of proof and justification, nonmonotonic reasoning, logic in game theory and social software, logic of hybrid systems, distributed system logics, system design logics, as well as other logics in computer science.
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Microsoft Office Access 2003 Professional ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Become more productive right away using the hands-on directions and targeted information in this innovative how-to reference. Loaded with to-the-point techniques, this complete resource provides insightful answers to common questions as quickly as you can turn its pages. Use Access as a key data management tool. Design databases and program...

		

GWT in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Since the first edition of this book, the Google Web Toolkit (GWT) has grown, transformed,
	
		and emerged from a promising toolkit for web applications into a toolkit that
	
		truly supports 1) developers and managers in delivering web applications that can
	
		push the boundaries of the possible and 2) the application of...


		

Computers and the Law: An Introduction to Basic Legal Principles and Their Application in CyberspaceCambridge University Press, 2009

	Computers and the Law provides readers with an introduction to the legal issues associated with computing - particularly in the massively networked context of the Internet. Assuming no previous knowledge of the law or any special knowledge of programming or computer science, this textbook offers undergraduates of all disciplines and...





	

Career Command Through Filipino Martial ArtsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you ready to advance your career like a warrior? Are you ready to get a promotion and a raise without sacrificing your integrity? Are you ready to fall back in love with your job? Dr. Bryan Stoops is an educator and professional martial artist. Bryan has over fifteen years of experience in K12, both as a teacher and administrator in places...

		

Monad : Introducing the MSH Command Shell and LanguageO'Reilly, 2005
Monad, available for Windows Server 2003, Windows XP, and Windows Vista, is the future of Windows administration. From setting up automated build environments to managing 200 desktops in an organization, anything that reduces the number of repetitive management steps is a real win.  This is the promise of Monad, the powerful new...


		

Developing Extensions for Macromedia® Flash® 8Macromedia Press, 2005
Developing Extensions for Macromedia  Flash 8

describes how to build Flash JavaScript extensions to enhance  the developer's experience while working in the Flash authoring environment.  This book explains how each type of extension works and describes the JavaScript...
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